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Editor’sMessage
With the World Cup less than a month away, like most of our readers, I am excited for the

competition to begin. Having had the privilege of attending the 2006 FIFA World Cup in
Germany I’ve seen why they call it the ‘world’s game’; soccer is the one sport that truly unites us
all. Our latest issue has several features inspired by the upcoming World Cup and I can’t wait
for us to start cheering on our favourite teams.

I recently had the pleasure of sitting down with the Canadian Soccer Association’s Peter
Montopoli - General Secretary and Sandra Gage - Director of Business Development, to inquire
about the direction of soccer in Canada, as well as our Nation’s absence from the World Cup.
After hearing what they have to say I’m betting that we’ll be cheering Canada to victory in Brazil
2014!

Ten Stadiums across nine South African cities will welcome the world this June and July and
we’ve featured each of them in this issue. In order to help you follow all of the action we’ve
provided you with a match calendar that will take you straight to the final. There's also no better
way to enjoy the World Cup than by visiting one of Ottawa’s many soccer pubs, check out our
recommendations and be a part of the excitement. 

Thanks to the World Cup, soccer is sure to be in the forefront of everyone’s mind this summer
and I encourage all of you to get involved in the game, whether you play in a park, participate
in a co-ed league or are a member of one of Ottawa’s many club teams. This summer will prove
that while Canada is absent from the World Cup, the world’s game is alive and well in our
community. 

A special thanks to animator Trent Correy who designed our outstanding cover.  
Be sure to check out our NEW website at www.kickabout.ca for continued coverage

highlighting soccer throughout our region. We look forward to your feedback.
Enjoy the World Cup!

GraemeIvory
editor@kickabout.ca
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A few days ago one of my co-workers told
me that she had been playing soccer for 18
years.  

“How old are you?” I asked.
“Twenty-three” she replied.
Lucky for me, I was already well on my

way on my own soccer journey, because I
might have been stopped at the gate after
hearing that.  At 25 I had never played soccer
before, considered cleats and shin pads to be
excessive (and intimidating) and figured
running around kicking a ball would be easy
enough to pick up – how hard could it be?
Seven years later, at 32, I’m still playing and
having fun, thanks to a growing community
of recreational adult soccer leagues.  

I got my start playing with the Ottawa
Sport and Social Club, a co-ed rec sports
league that offers modified versions of a
number of sports. The self-regulated six on
six soccer format, marked by pylons and flags,
was a good way to become acquainted with
the game, and with a new group of friends,
without getting bogged down in positions or
technicalities. 

Lael Morgan is the OSSC’s general
manager and she says post game wings and
nachos are as much a part of the experience as
the matches.  “It’s a relaxed atmosphere, not
just showing up, playing the sport, and then
going home. A lot of people play with their
spouses, and with their friends.”

And the idea has taken off like wildfire.
After meeting like minded people who love
the game, a few friend based rec leagues
focusing exclusively on soccer have taken
root, and are expanding. Among them are
Ottawa Indoor Soccer and YMCA soccer
nights.

Some leagues are more competitive than
others. Joel Leviton, of Ottawa Indoor
Soccer, says he created his league out of
necessity – as a former student at the
University of Ottawa he saw overnight

lineups for recreational soccer there.
“Recreational soccer is more of an attitude
than a skill level,” he says, adding that many
higher level players have been attracted to the
facilities he uses for his league.

Joel Convery, dubs himself the general
dogsbody of the co-ed Ottawa Footy Sevens,
another of the modest new leagues, which has
grown from 16 to 160 people over the past
year. More of a soccer purist, the Seven’s have
refs, solid goals and a qualifying match to see
where newbies rank among the established
teams. He says the draw of soccer is that you
can “casually pick up a game and see if you
want to take it further.”

And I did want to take it further. I found
that after several years of just playing the
games I wasn’t progressing much.  

I brought this up with fellow teammate,
Kevin O’Connor. Also in his early 30s, Kevin
started playing soccer two years ago. He
says that the experience has been good,
but that this low level rec soccer could
take some lessons from the ultimate Frisbee
community. 

“From my experience with Ultimate,
which is a sport a lot of people come to as
adults, the expectation is that you don’t know
how to play and that you want to learn and
get better. The league puts on a lot of
workshops and clinics to improve play and
teach skills. 

Soccer seems to be organized for people
who grew up playing it. Even at the rec level,
it’s kind of assumed that you already know
how to play when you get there.”

For those who want to take the plunge and
join a soccer club, training options are usually
there to get you up to speed.  But for those
who just want to get better without making a
big commitment, there are some options
available too. 

The City of Ottawa has a program called
“Girls n’ Women in Sport” which aims to do

just that, by offering organized soccer games
and skills and drills sessions throughout the
city to teach the fundamentals. 

Program manager Kristy Hardiman says
that most of the participants are in the 18-35
age range, but “there are a number of players
who are older than that”. She also recognizes
that there is an interest from women over 35
to get in the game but who don’t want to play
against 18 year olds, and that the city has
noticed and created a 35 plus league.

The Ottawa Internationals offer the So-Fit
program, which initially was to get soccer
moms off the sidelines and into the game.
But the program has changed its focus,
teaching fundamental skills to any woman
who wants to learn.  

Program organizer Lorne Abugov says he
has seen women in their 50s, 60s and 70s
learn the game, and become effective players,
adding that it takes about 1000 hours of
practice to “feel comfortable out there”. He
also says that the club has received many
requests from men for the same type of
program, and that if the numbers are there,
and a field is available, a men’s program could
start as early as 2011.

LINKS

Ottawa Internationals

www.ottawasoccer.com

City of Ottawa 

www.ottawa.ca  -Search for Recreation Guide

Ottawa Sport and Social Club

www.ossc.ca

YMCA – Metro Central

www.ymcaywca.ca  

- Search for Metro Central Ottawa

Ottawa Indoor Soccer

ottawaindoorsoccer.com/

Ottawa Footy Sevens

www.ottawafootysevens.com

Alex Hughes

Never Too Old
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I watch this every week with my little
brother Thierry, on Saturday mornings.
Galactik Football is about the most amazing
sport in the world, soccer!  This show is about
a young soccer team made up of teenagers
called the Snow Kids who play in the Akillian
Galactik Cup against some of the most
amazing teams I have ever seen. These teams
play against each other in a “Champions
League” style tournament representing each of
their planets. The tournament was created in
order for each planet to defend their “Breath”
instead of going to war. The soccer field
became their battlefield to determine the
winner without violence. Some of these teams
are robots, others are aliens…you just never
know what the other team will look like or
what powers they will bring to the field.  Some
will be super fast; others will have incredible
strength and some will have both of those and
more. The animation movements are so

realistic that you feel like you are watching real
players as they run, shoot and do tricks - it’s
sooo cool!

The main characters are D'Jok, Sinedd,
Micro-Ice, Mei, Thran, Ahito, Rocket and
Tia. My favourite player is the captain, Rocket.
I like him because he is an amazing player that
is confident, smart and very wise. The goalie
Ahito makes me laugh because he is always
sleeping, even during games, but wakes up just
when you need him to make a save. He is my
little brother’s favourite player. This young
team reminds me of my soccer team as I start
each season with some new players and we
learn how to play as a team to become
successful and learn to work as a unit. The
amazing thing about the Snow Kids is that
they have a special power called “The Breath”
or “Flux”, which allows them to take their
talent and make it amazing whenever they
need it. Their moves become better, stronger

and faster. The other teams never know what
hit them. They become soccer “super heroes”!
I love this part because when I watch the show
I always think to myself that it would be
amazing to have “the Breath” when I play
because it would be awesome to be able to
jump, shoot, and pass just like them.  It would
definitely make me feel like a soccer superhero.
If you love soccer and cartoons, this is the one
show you cannot miss! You can enjoy it in
French on Saturday mornings at 9:00 a.m. on
Radio Canada. If you cannot wait until the
weekend, go to their website and watch all the
episodes at www.galactikfootball.com. You
can also watch the show in English by
checking it out on YouTube.
Trust me, you will get hooked!

Mikaël Conde Age 11
Local Club: Cumberland Cobras
Favourite Club: Real Madrid

W H Y I L O V E

GalactikFootball
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According to True Sport – Canada’s
national movement for sport and community
– Canadian-based research suggests that 73%
of sport organizations are volunteer driven.
From their report titled What Sport Can Do,
92% of these same organizations believe that
community-based sport can be a positive
influence in the lives of children and youth but
less than 20% believe that sport is living up to
its full potential. Not surprisingly, the research
also found that the only stronger positive
influence on children and youth were families

Sports are powerful. However, sport
(soccer included) is not performing to its
potential. What can be done to change this?
Simple - give back. As a lifelong soccer
player/supporter, I have long since crossed
over from community volunteer status to
paid professional. The single thing I have
noticed throughout the years, as both
volunteer and professional, is that a handful
of very hard working volunteers seem to do
the majority of the work to be done within

the soccer club.  Moreover, you also tend to
find that those are the very same people
attending PTA meetings or volunteering in
other aspects of their community.  If you are
chuckling in acknowledgement, chances are
I'm preaching to to the converted. The
current volunteer pool is what it is but what
can be done to strengthen it for the future?  I
suggest we look to the children and youth
who play the game in droves in our
communities. Parents need to encourage
their kids to give back to their community
by donating their time. Coaches and
administrators must realize that they have a
fantastic opportunity to shape impressionable
minds. As part of community-based soccer
programs, we have a responsibility to be a
steward to our community. We are the
leaders for the soccer (and sport) that we all
want. There are hundreds of things we can do
to help this generation understand the
importance of community. Players between
six and ten can learn to give back by picking

up equipment during training and  cleaning
up the bench area after a game. Players
between eleven and fourteen can fund-raise
for a charity. Older players (fourteen +) can
certainly get involved with coaching the
younger players in the club. And please, do
not leave it to just happen on its own.  Make
volunteering a part of your club’s curriculum
or your team’s seasonal program. People
involved will know that giving back is just
what you do within your organization. It
will become the expectation and the norm.
When community sport is done well, it
makes a significant difference to the
community overall.  
Note: 
The True Sport organization is a great place
to start learning about how we can all help
soccer (and sport) live up to its full potential.  
You can find them at www.truesportpur.ca.

Joel MacDonald
Technical Director, Kanata Soccer 

B E T H E C H A N G E Y O U W A N T T O S E E

Giving back through Sport
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March Break is almost always a happy time
for adults and kids alike. Even so, this year,
Friday March 12th signaled something more
extraordinary than just a week away from
school: the start of my experience with the
Tottenham Hotspur Academy.

The whirlwind months ahead of my trip to
Tottenham went by extremely fast. From
being a possibility in December, to a plan in
January, before I knew it, I was on a plane
with twenty-three fellow Fury players on my
way to London. The whole idea of training
with a real English Academy team seemed
impossible, but the moment I stepped foot
on English soil, I knew it was true. I was in
England to play soccer, and it didn’t get any
better than this!

After a day of recovering from our flight,
the second day of the trip inspired me like
never before. We were going to a Spurs game,
at White Hart Lane. From the outside, White
Hart was the biggest stadium I’d ever seen,
and the inside didn’t disappoint. It was the
greatest stadium I had ever seen (until then)
and the atmosphere was something to
behold. We experienced this from ground
level, when we carried the England World

Cup bid flag, and then watched the game
from an executive box. The game was
exciting, and the Spurs pulled through 3-1 to
defeat Blackburn. After the game, we got to
meet David Hoilett, a Canadian playing for
Blackburn, who gave us some great tips on
how to succeed in the soccer world. One of
his best points was reminding us always to try
as hard as we can, because you never know
who is watching.

On our third day, our training really
kicked into high gear. With some great
coaches guiding us, we gave it our all for four
hours, working drills that were challenging
and varied. We finished each day with a sense
of accomplishment, knowing we were
improving constantly. The next day, we
traveled to the official Tottenham training
ground to face the U12 Tottenham academy
team. They certainly weren’t expecting much
of us, but we were going to leave it all on
the field. You don’t get a second chance
for something like this. The game was
surprisingly close from the kickoff to the final
whistle. The score ended at 4-1, with me
scoring our only goal. I am unbelievably
proud to say I scored against the best

academy side in England, a rare honour for
a Canadian.

The final two days of my English soccer
experience could not have been more
perfect. We had an amazing trip to Wembley
Stadium, the home of English and arguably
world soccer. You may have heard of
Wembley, or seen pictures of it, but you can’t
know Wembley until you’ve been inside it,
from England’s dressing room, to all 90,000
seats. This is where English soccer history has
unfolded since 1923 and has housed such
great sporting events as the 1966 World cup
final, and the 1948 Summer Olympics.
Those moments of awe inside the stadium
will stay with me forever. Later, we had the
opportunity to train with the Academy U12s.
They were as good in training as they were in
the game, and we some experienced what it is
like to truly be an Academy player. 

Our final day was perhaps the most
spectacular. We had the unimaginable good
fortune to watch Tottenham’s first team
practice, and then we got autographs. From
Roman Pavlyuchenko, and Harry Redknapp,
to Luka Modriç, and Peter Crouch, (who is
much, MUCH, taller than you can ever
imagine) all the amazing players were there.
One of the most surprising things about
meeting such famous players was how kind
and down-to-earth they were. They took the
time to talk and joke with us, and they
seemed to enjoy it. Just to meet one player
who was an idol for kids like me was beyond
belief. This incredible opportunity was the
perfect cap to my brief glimpse at the
fanatical, intense, exciting, and sometimes
crazy world of English soccer, and it gave me
hope that my fellow players and I have what
it takes to compete with the very best around
the world for our age. As the Tottenham
motto states: ‘To dare is to do.’   

Nick Brunt

T O T T E N H A M H O T S P U R S

To DARE is to DO
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The Gloucester Hornets are the
competitive branch of the Gloucester Soccer
Association which has been an integral part of
the Ottawa East soccer landscape for over a
quarter century. The Gloucester Soccer
Association promotes soccer for all the
members of our communities. We continue
to grow and currently have over 5000 players
who enjoy our facilities. Our commitment to
soccer spans many levels of play including;
youth recreational, youth and adult
competitive, adult recreational and the old-
timers. As a community based organization,
our goal is to create an environment and a
place to play for our entire community to
share their passion for soccer from ages 5
through 95.

The Gloucester Hornets believe that it
takes a community to raise a child and hence
takes a soccer community to develop and
create an environment for soccer players to
reach their fullest potential. This is our
vision, and in reaching for this vision, we
have engaged ourselves to develop and deliver
programs designed to achieve excellence in
acquiring soccer skills and knowledge. Our
vision strives to afford all Hornets the
opportunity to reach their highest potential
as a soccer athlete, coach, volunteer, and most
importantly, as members of our community.

We have a “Club Philosophy” at the
Hornets’ Nest which speaks to a “soccer
family.” Our philosophy is about creating a
home for our players, whether at the elite level,
recreational/competitive level, or somewhere
in between; a place where a Hornet begins his
or her “career” as a young child and can
remain a Hornet well into their adult life. We
believe in sharing our passion for soccer and
passing the torch to the next generation of
players, coaches and volunteers; in creating a
soccer home for all of our Hornets, no matter
our background or financial circumstance.  It’s
why we have the Pat Dinardo Fund, which
offers financial assistance; so that we can
ensure that we are an inclusive Club to all
members of our community.

Having a “Club Philosophy” goes further
than just words. A soccer family needs a
home, a look, a feeling of uniqueness and a
belief that we can achieve our grandest soccer
dreams. To this end, we have changed our
look for the upcoming season with a new
uniform from adidas; a new look that will
make a Hornet player easily recognizable,
whether in Ottawa, Dallas or Berlin. We have
also entered into an agreement with Houle
Sports as our official supplier. The Hornets’
Nest now boasts a new Clubhouse expansion
with change rooms and showers where we can

welcome our out of town guests with a
facility which is second to none. The
Hornets’ Nest has eleven of the finest grass
fields that you will find anywhere in Canada
that includes a dome, in partnership with
TMSI, for winter play and player
development. The Gloucester Hornets also
play host to two high quality tournaments
(the GIST) every year:  July for the boys and
August for the girls.  

Our “Club Philosophy” also strives to
provide opportunities for our elite players to
develop and receive the exposure that they
need in order to reach their full potential. We
are currently negotiating a partnership with
a professional soccer club. We have a full
time Technical Director who oversees
programming for our teams, with a focus on
player and coaching development. The
Gloucester Hornets offer summer camps
geared to both the elite or competitive player
as well as the recreational player.  We offer a
cost free four week clinic in the Fall for all
soccer players, whether part of the Hornet
family or not. We have a comprehensive
Winter Development Program which includes a
goalkeeping academy that is also open to all
players, whether part of the Hornets’ family
or not, overseen by our Technical Director.
We are a Club that is open to all and has a
place for all families with busy schedules,
including the multi-sport athlete. Once
you’re a member of the Hornets’ family,
you’re always a part of our soccer family. 

If you’re interested in learning more,
check out our redesigned web site at
www.gloucesterhornets.ca or call us at 
613-837-7015.  Ask for Ralph.  It would be
my pleasure to chat.
CREATE A BUZZ, PLAY HORNETS SOCCER

Ralph Paul Ehlebracht, 

Chair, 

Gloucester Hornets Executive Committee

C L U B P R O F I L E

GloucesterHornets
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''The Louis-Riel Sport-Etudes program
teaches us the importance of balancing
school and sports. I feel like I already
know a lot of the exercises and the right 
techniques which will help me excel at a
faster pace.''

-Brianna Smith - U of Miami freshman 
2010-2011 (first Canadian player to do so).

''As an athlete I have developped many
qualities and different values inspired by
the training sessions and the coaches. I
give credit to the Sports-Études program
and the coaches for a large part of my
success.''

-Chad Bush - Full-time member of the 
Toronto FC Academy (September 2010)

Academically É.S.P. Louis-Riel is ranked 28th out
of 718 H.S. in Ontario (Fraser Institute)

Train in high intensity sessions with 
certified and experienced coaches

Develop every aspect of your game with on-site
sports professionals (fitness with Base Conditioning,

sports psychology with Hexzone, nutrition and 
physiotherapy/sports medicine center)

Share the experience with student-athletes 
who have the same aspiration and passion as you.

''Viens vivre ta passion!'' 

TRACK & FIELD • BASKETBALL • GOLF • HOCKEY • ALPINE SKIING • VOLLEYBALL
Other sports available:
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Lauren Hughes
Ottawa Fury

Full Name: Lauren Hughes

Born: Peterborough, ON, November 28, 1994

Position: Striker

Nickname: Scoop because when I was younger, all the goals I
scored were scooped over the goalie’s head.

Favourite Club: Liverpool

Best Advice Given: Keep it simple, don’t over think things.

Most Embarrassing Moment: Two years ago at R5, we were in
Toronto for the ID tournament. The goalie from the other team
and I were both running for the ball and ended up colliding,
her knee hit me in the bladder and I peed my pants. Yeah,
pretty embarrassing!

Biggest Influence: Sanjeev Parmar, he’s taught me so much.

Perfect Day: Coaching at Parmar Camps, go out for dinner,
hanging out with friends.

If not soccer I would be playing: Haha, Ultimate Frisbee

Describe yourself in five words: Lanky, Outgoing, Fun, Crazy,
and Dedicated

In five years look for me… At some university, tearing up the
field.

Tunes: Thug Story- Taylor Swift, She’s Got Style- Nevershoutnever

Video Games: Super Mario Bros, FIFA ‘06

Tube: Ellen and MTV Aftershow

Flicks: Remember the Titans, She’s the Man

Pet Peeves: When guys think they’re better at sports just
because they’re guys.

If I were a Superhero I’d be: Spider woman

Guys: No doubt, Taylor Lautner

Superstitions: I have to wear two pairs of socks when I play.

Strengths: Speed, leadership, vision, and 1v1s

Weaknesses: Finish every possible opportunity, be greedier
around the 18, and talking back to the ref

Best Moment: Winning gold at Nationals last summer

One thing that nobody knows about me is… I’m extremely tall.

Tip: As a striker, you have to create and finish every
opportunity you have. You always miss 100% of the shots you
don’t take, shoot, shoot, shoot and shoot some more.
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Tim McDonnell
West Carleton

Name: Tim McDonnell

Club: West Carleton Premier U14

Born: Ottawa, June, 26, 1996

Position: I mostly play striker but sometimes keeper

Nickname: Timbit, which I got because I was a lot
smaller than everyone else

Favourite club: Manchester United

Best advice given: Always keep your head up, on 
and off the field.

Most embarrassing moment: My team was playing a
friendly game with a girls' team on a rainy day. 
I fell and pulled this girl's shorts down by accident.

Biggest Influence: My Dad. He taught me to work for
what I want.

Perfect Day: Playing two soccer games and two 
hockey games.

If not soccer, I would be playing: Hockey.

Describe yourself in 5 words: quick, outgoing, fun, 
short and full of heart.

Favourite player: Wayne Rooney

Food: Pizza Hut buffet

In five years: I hope to have a scholarship.

Tunes: I will listen to anything that is good music.

Video games: I mostly play sports games.

Tube: Two and a Half Men

Flicks: I think my favorite movie is Happy Gilmore.

Pet Peeves: French class

If I were a superhero I’d be: Anybody who can fly!

Superstitions: No girls at my games.

Strengths: My strengths are my speed & scoring goals.

Weaknesses: One thing I need to work on as a 
player is better ball control when running my fastest.

Africa 2010: England because my favorite player 
is on that team.

Tip: My advice to any player is if you get cut from a
team, don’t blame the coach, work hard and make 
sure you have fun on the team you play on next.
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MATCH SCHEDULE 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa

Johannesburg
Soccer City

Johannesburg
Ellis Park

Nelspruit
Mbombela

Rustenburg
Royal Bafokeng

Mangaung/
Bloemfontein
Free State

Cape Town
Green Point

Durban
Durban

Polokwane
Peter Mokaba

Nelson Mandela
Bay/Port Elizabeth
Nelson Mandela Bay

Tshwane/Pretoria
Loftus Versfield

Group A
South Africa (RSA)

Mexico (MEX)
Uruguay (URU)
France (FRA)

Group B
Argentina (ARG)

Nigeria (NGA)
Korea Rep. (KOR)

Greece (GRE)

Group C
England (ENG)

USA (USA)
Algeria (ALG)

Slovenia (SVN)

Group D
Germany (GER)
Australia (AUS)

Serbia (SRB)
Ghana (GHA)

Group E
Netherlands (NED)

Denmark (DEN)
Japan (JPN)

Cameroon (CMR)

Group F
Italy (ITA)

Paraguay (PAR)
New Zealand (NZL)

Slovakia (SVK)

Group G
Brazil (BRA)

Korea DPR (PRK)
Coté d’Ivoire (CIV)

Portugal (POR)

Group H
Spain (ESP)

Switzerland (SUI)
Honduras (HON)

Chile (CHI)

 



I can’t lie to you, I’m a soccer fan and I
wait for it – do I ever!  If you’re a soccer fan,
you definitely wait for it too. 

Every four years, soccer enthusiasts world-
wide are treated to a smorgasbord of games,
action and spectacle unlike any other – the
FIFA World Cup. Within one glorious
month the entire globe is whipped into a
soccer frenzy on a scale that makes the World
Cup the largest sporting event in the world.
For those lucky enough to live in the
host country, outdoor screens and party
atmosphere await. For those in the 150+
other countries unlucky enough to not be
hosting, different options must be found.
Since buying the tickets, (plane and game)
may be a bit pricey, the next best thing is to
shack up at a great local public venue to
watch. Isn’t the World Cup all about getting
together to view matches in a group, to cheer
on your squad and banter over the latest
soccer news?  Here are some Ottawa hangouts
with soccer fever that will only intensify come
June:

The Georgetown Pub

The Georgetown Pub has established
itself as the go-to place to view almost any
kind of soccer match in Ottawa. On any
given weekend  from the fall to spring soccer
season, one can find droves of fans rooting on
their squad. Not only does the Georgetown 

sport two large projector screens that can
simultaneously play two different matches, it
also has a party room that can be closed off

from the main bar to provide fans the
opportunity to watch different games on
request.  Popular both with professionals and
students due to its proximity to Carleton
University, The Georgetown offers a very
lively atmosphere for soccer watching that
outdoes nearly any other pub in the city.
Georgetown Pub

1159 Bank St.

Tel: (613) 731-9191

1 For 1 Pizza

Sometimes soccer fever can engulf some
of the most unassuming venues and turn
them into great places to watch a game. This
is exactly what has happened at 1 for 1 Pizza’s
Bank Street location where they have
installed a flat-screen TV and allowing soccer 

fans to control the remote, thereby turning
the place into a favourite spot to catch
weekday Champions League action. Enjoy a
slice of freshly made pizza while the titans
of Europe go head to head on Tuesday/
Wednesday afternoons.  Many who work in
the around the downtown area can be seen
packing the small pizza joint for a late lunch
just to catch a couple minutes of their club in
action.
1 For 1 Pizza

235 Bank St.

(at Lisgar)

(613) 232-0232
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The Irish Village

A giant among the night-time Byward
Market bar scene, the Heart and Crown
makes up one of four pubs which have
combined to create the “Irish Village.”  

However, none of the pubs discriminate
when it comes to watching any kind of
soccer match on weekends. The gigantic back
seating area sports a huge projector screen
and has the ability to accommodate large
parties, and that isn’t even taking into
account the rest of the establishment. The
Irish Village is definitely International soccer-
friendly, and has the ability to show
exhibition matches and qualifiers that are a
rarity at many other places in the city.
Irish Village

67 Clarence St.

(613) 562-0674

Giovanni’s Snack Bar

For a low-key soccer-watching experience,
Giovanni’s Snack Bar on the corner of Booth
and Willow provides Ottawa residents with a
glimpse of what watching a match in Italy at
a local café might be like.  A confectionery
and eatery, Giovanni’s also has ample seating
to support a small crowd that is serviced by an 

Local Spots to Watch the Games



overhead television with loaded cable TV. If
you find while watching that you simply
cannot take your team getting scored on
again, exact revenge personally by challenging
someone to a match of Foosball on a table
that the Snack Bar provides.
Giovanni’s Snack Bar

376 Booth St.

Tel: (613) 238-9204

Café Caco

Café Caco is the destination in the city for
Portuguese and Brazilian football. On any
given weekend, fans can be found rooting on
their favourite teams from the Portuguese
Liga With a unique interior that features 

beautifully painted murals combined
with café-esque seating, hospitality and
atmosphere, Caco is an ideal venue to enjoy a
football match followed by great banter.  This
establishment is on top of their game and will
be one of the best places to catch a match
come this summer – just arrive an hour
before kickoff if you want a seat!  A recom-
mendation:  Portugal vs. Brazil June 25th.
Café Caco

77A Montreal Road

613-749-8249

The Prescott

The Prescott, founded in 1934, is one of
Ottawa’s two original licensed drinking
establishments. Boasting two floors, the main
seating area inside the bar easily houses
sizable crowds for Yuk Yuk’s comedy events.
For match viewers, this means the Prescott
transforms easily into a place that can 

accommodate a large amount of soccer fans -
even several large groups. Famous for its'
square pizza and hospitality, not to mention a
location right in the heart of Preston Street,
there is guaranteed to be no lack of proper
soccer atmosphere at the Prescott come June
and July.
The Prescott

379 Preston Street

613-232-1136

Maclarens

With one of the classiest and most sports-
friendly interior designs of any pub in the
city, a venture to Maclarens is sure to feed the
craving for World Cup viewing.  The key to
Maclarens’ success are TVs, lots and lots
of TVs. In fact, the establishment boasts
an entire back wall filled with gigantic
televisions placed side by side – this on top of
the multitudes of mounted TV’s that grace
the pillars and corners of the ambient pub.  

Make sure to treat yourself to a quick game
of pool on one of over a dozen superbly
maintained tables. Maclarens also boasts a
private back room available for reservation.
Maclarens

301 Elgin Street

613-236-2766
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The OZ Dome

For those unable to venture into the city of
Ottawa for their fill of footy – do not fret.
On the outskirts of the city’s western
boundary exists a local beacon of soccer.  The
home of Ottawa’s first professional soccer
team – the Ottawa Wizards – the OZ Dome
is football through and through.  From the
newspaper memorabilia of soccer lore from
days gone by to the team jerseys and scarves
in the clubhouse – the facility has true soccer
atmosphere.  Most importantly for World 

Cup soccer viewing purposes, the OZ Dome
contains a clubhouse with full bar, televisions
and ample seating to accommodate multiple
large groups.
The OZ Dome

221 Westbrook Road

613-831-3121

Malone’s Lakeside Grill

During sunny days in the middle of June
and July it might seem counter-intuitive to
coop oneself up inside sitting in front of a
TV. Malone’s avoids this problem by offering
one of the best patio experiences in the city,
benefiting from a prime location at the tip of
picturesque Dow’s lake. Perched off the back
of the Pavilion overlooking the lake,
Malone’s comes complete with five TV’s to
satisfy viewing needs and enough seating to
accommodate more than enough fans from
either team.  Accessible easily by 
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opposition fan can share a pint of the finest
lager both of your nations have to offer.  Sure
Italy's games will be on display, but ample
seating and one of the highest-class interiors of
any establish-ment in the city means Pub Italia
is a go-to place for any kind of World Cup
viewing, regardless of the teams competing. 
Pub Italia  

434 1/2 Preston St. 613- 232-2326 

Dennis Molnarcar, bicycle, foot and even boat, large parties 
can also watch the match in style from one of
two private party rooms.
Malone’s Lakeside Grill

Dow’s Lake Pavilion

613-567-2254

The James Street Pub

Usually referred to as the “JSP”, the James
Street Pub boasts one of the largest patios in
Ottawa. Located at Bank and James, the
pub’s patio houses three televisions facing
every angle to cover viewers no matter where 
they are seated. Inside, a hearty atmosphere
awaits soccer watchers - numerous booths 
with HD televisions dot the establishment.
The architecture even lends itself well to a
soccer

match with two main viewing areas separated
by a bar section – just in case things get a bit too
feisty between opposing fan groups.
The James Street Pub

390 Bank Street    

613-565-4700

Pub Italia

Nestled deep in Ottawa’s Little Italy, Pub
Italia is known city-wide for having the largest
variety of beers on-tap and available on the 
menu. In soccer terms, this is probably one of
the few places in town where you and a

Dow’s Lake Pavilion
613-567-2254

Your World Cup Headquarters!
• Welcome Soccer Fans! Come cheer on your favourite team

• Have dinner and drinks after your game,

teams always welcome.

• Kids menu available too!
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Introductory soccer program for kids
The Ottawa Internationals Development Soccer

Program is the only children’s soccer program in
Ottawa that is based on established European 

patterns for building life-long soccer skills rather
than preparing young players for weekly games 

in the traditional “house league” format.

Ottawa
Internationals
Soccer Club
(OISC)

For more information on our programs contact 

613-745-7400 or visit www.ottawasoccer.com
For more information on our programs contact 

613-745-7400 or visit www.ottawasoccer.com

“Success is not measured 
by goals or wins”

OUR GOAL: to develop each child’s 
soccer skills in order to increase his 

or her self-confidence and love of soccer 
before introducing competitive games 

and leagues through maximum 
participation, emphasis on learning, 
focus on fun and coaching positively.

Development Soccer Program (DSP)Development Soccer Program (DSP)

• Fun, Active and Safe Environment • Small-sided Games
• High Level of Instruction • Maximum Participation

Find out more at ottawapolice.ca/recruitingFind out more at ottawapolice.ca/recruiting
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Every nation has shared moments - snaps
to stick into the national photo album. For
Americans there was the moon landing and,
for the French, De Gaulle marching into
Paris in 1944. For Canadians, many of such
moments have come from ice hockey. Next
month's winter Olympics in Vancouver are
supposed to provide another shared moment:
if Team Canada make the men's hockey final,
experts expect the largest television audience
in Canadian history. 

Hockey is still Canada's number one
national symbol. But its dominance is
starting to slip. Canadian television
commercials ahead of the Olympics show
rural hockey players flitting over frozen
ponds. But a new Canada is emerging: one
that prefers soccer. 

Hockey is a way for Canadians to
commune with their landscape, like the
Swiss skiing or Americans watching
basketball in air-conditioned malls. For
generations, the men who pulled on Canada's
maple leaf jersey have been national    ideals
of masculinity: brave, mostly rural,
unmistakably Canadian. Team Canada is so
beloved, it even unites the "Two Solitudes" of
French and English Canada. The team's
victory in the Olympic final of 2002 drew
what, even now, is the country's biggest ever
television audience. When a survey last year
asked 1,000 Canadians to name the most
representative national symbols, hockey
topped the list, well ahead of multiculturalism
and free healthcare. 

Yet many Canadians now feel hockey is

under threat. Americans have lured some
beloved Canadian clubs south, and the
immigrants who pour into Canada rarely
bother with the expensive sport. About a fifth
of Canada's population, and more than half
of Toronto's, was born abroad. Some of these
people do fall for hockey - the legendary
television programme Hockey Night in
Canada also broadcasts in Punjabi - but most
stick with soccer or even cricket. In Canada,
once the last soccer-free zone on earth, you
can now watch the sport non-stop on cable
television. Many Canadians do. 

The new soccer team Toronto FC last year
averaged attendances of 20,344, about 1,000
more than the iconic Toronto Maple Leafs
hockey team. Vancouver will acquire a Major
League Soccer team next year. Montreal
wants one too. 

Even native-born Canadians are falling
for globalisation's favourite sport. Last
December, for the first time, the website of
The Globe and Mail newspaper crashed due
to excess traffic - during the draw for the
soccer World Cup. And a recent government
handbook for immigrants ends a long paean
to hockey with the stolid admission: "Soccer
has the most registered players of any game in
Canada." 

Hockey is still easily Canada's favourite
sport, cautions Jay Scherer, sports sociologist
at the University of Alberta. However, many
hockey fans worry that history is against
them. They know that a Canada where
hockey was just another sport would not
quite be Canada. Stephen Harper, the
conservative Prime Minister, always claims to
be writing a book about hockey. It will detail
"aspects of early professional hockey in the
city of Toronto," he has said. This sounds
worryingly like a heritage project. 

Visiting Toronto this winter, I left the streets
full of frozen immigrants and ducked into the
Hockey Hall of Fame. It was like visiting the
past. On videos inside, giant farmboys with
unadulterated Canadian accents eulogised
legendary coaches. Practically everyone in the
hall was white. As for today's Team Canada,
says Mr Scherer, "if you look at the faces, all
but one are white. That stands in contrast to a
lot of the changes in Canada." 

The Canadas of hockey and soccer should
coexist more easily than French and English
Canada have done. Occasionally an old
hockey pundit derides unmanly soccer
players, but many young Canadians love both
sports. Hockey still fills the national photo
album. But one day all of Canada will gather
around the television for a soccer game. 

Simon Kuper is a sports columnist for
the Financial Times. His books include
“Soccernomics” and “Soccer Against
the Enemy”.

Ice hockey starts to slip as 
Canadians also fall for soccer
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Kanata Soccer 

Registration Forms available online at www.kanatasoccer.com & at Kanata Soccer office, 1927 Richardson Side Rd.

“Join Kanata Soccer for great programs year round. 
You’ve heard about the Canadian Soccer Association’s program 
“From Playground to Podium”. Kanata Soccer has programs 
in place that follow the Long Term Player Development model.
Join us and live the dream – Wellness to World Cup,
with soccer specific training for all stages.

Join Kanata Soccer for great programs year round. 
You’ve heard about the Canadian Soccer Association’s program 
“From Playground to Podium”. Kanata Soccer has programs 
in place that follow the Long Term Player Development model.
Join us and live the dream – Wellness to World Cup,
with soccer specific training for all stages.

What’s your stage?
• Active Start • FUNdamental
• Learning to Train • Training to Train       
• Training to Compete • Training to Win
• Active for Life
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As the 2010 World Cup nears, the debate
over technological assistance for referees will
likely soar into a media-obsession as if a
mistake was a hideous blight on the game.
But before we start insisting on video cameras
on goal posts and GPS transmitters in line-
paint, let’s accept one irrefutable fact - as with
play, officiating mistakes are a part of the
beautiful game.
Video refereeing is now fully embedded in
today’s NFL and NHL. Tennis uses a similar
system that automatically determines when
balls land outside the line. But unlike these
sports, soccer is defined more by its flow than
by its precision. We must never allow a
change that impairs the game’s majestic
fluidity. Repeat after me: Preserve the flow of
the game, for it is in its fluidity where soccer
gets its beauty.

Techno-enthusiasts might argue somewhat
convincingly that technology doesn’t have to
result in major stoppages.  An interesting hi-

tech approach was recently tested at the FIFA
World Club Cup. It included transmitters
installed in the ball and numerous sensors
around the goal. The word “GOAL”
immediately appears on the referee’s digital
watch when the ball crosses the goal-line.  No
delay. No review.

But ask yourself this - is this such a big
problem that it needs “intelligent balls” and
Dick Tracy watches?

One undeniable fact of the modern game
which presents an imposing challenge is that
the speed of play has reached a point where
even the most athletic referees struggle to
keep up. Professional players can consistently
hit 40-50 meter pin-point passes in mere
seconds. No one can run that fast. To better
deal with the speed of today’s game, UEFA
has been testing a system of four Assistant
Referees, one on each side-line and one on
each end-line.  But, this approach could
prove to be rather problematic because not all

stadiums allow an unobstructed path behind
the goal.

My apologies to fellow traditionalists, but
maybe it’s time to add a second referee,
similar to professional hockey and basketball.
There are several advantages to this approach.
With two referees, one should always be close
to the play, even during the fastest of games.
Referees will be fresher and alert during those
crucial final minutes of the match when
mistakes are most decisive.  With a second
official, the distance each one covers during a
90-minute game would be reduced by about
6-7 kilometers which could have huge
implications for extending the careers of the
world’s best officials.

And best of all, for me as a coach, the
opportunity to exchange pleasant chitchat
with two officials instead of just one, well that
would be double the fun!

Stephen Spence

Mistakes are Part of the Beautiful Game
A N  A L T E R N AT I V E  TO  T E C H N O LO G Y- A S S I S T E D  R E F E R E E I N G
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August 7-8 Boys
September 11-12 Girls

Fee is $375 mini 
& $400 for full field

4-game guarantee

All teams play at least
one game on Sunday

in the Capital 
tournament

Go to www.ottawaroyals.ca for more info.

Winter Development
Information will be on the
website by June 2010.

Enjoy your 
summer SOCCER!!!

Kickin’ Kickin’ 

               



Kickabout recently had the pleasure of
speaking with Peter Montopoli, General
Secretary of the Canadian Soccer Association,
alongside Director of Business Development
Sandra Gage, to candidly discuss some of the
concerns surrounding soccer in Canada. The
conversation provided us with some eye-
opening responses.

Why is 1986 the one and only time that

Canada has qualified for the World Cup?

A big part of the success of the Canadian
team back then was the creation and
evolution of the NASL (North American
Soccer League), which afforded the majority
of our players the opportunity to play
professionally, domestically.  Today, without
our own domestic league, our players are
spread throughout the world. This means
that we don’t have an extensive player pool
readily available at all times. But, now with
the MLS things are changing. We need this
level of professional development which has
been missing for a number of years.  

Funding comes with success and success is

often a result of funding. What needs to

happen first to benefit the CSA?

It’s difficult to have revenue without
results. You start with results because they
lead to ratings, which are what is needed to
build relationships. For example, a growth in

membership, a growth in partnerships and a
growth in international community.
Establishing these relationships is how you
generate revenue, revenue that we can then
pump back into getting even better results.
Now you have a circle – the ‘R’ Factor circle.

Is the CSA receiving enough financial

support from the Government?

I wouldn’t complain with the funding
we’re receiving, and it isn’t just government,
but we need to be a $25 million organization
to compete internationally and right now
we’re operating with a $15-$16 million
budget. I think one of the benefits of soccer
in our country versus the rest of the world is
that we have domestic programs for our
men’s, women’s as well as our girls and boys
sides. This means that in this year alone we’ll
have 10 national teams operating plus a Para

team for a total of 11. I doubt that there are
other sports federations in Canada that have
11 national teams operating.  

Considering the CSA’s limited budged, is

Canada not diluting its chances of success

by running too many programs?

We have been told by the international
soccer community that the one thing that
they see with our teams is a lack of
international soccer experience. Starting with

the U15s the idea is to try and have 50
international matches for our best players, by
the time they graduate out of the U20
program. We currently have players
graduating from the U20 with only 5 or 6
international matches and that’s not good
enough, not if you want to compete
internationally, so we need more matches.

Considering our ranking, Is it difficult for

us to find international opponents (as of

this printing Canada’s FIFA ranking is

63rd in the world)?

Countries are very receptive to come and
play; we just have to find the right country at
the right time. This year is the first time in 10
years that we’re going to have multiple home
matches for our Men’s and Women’s senior
teams. Historically, if you don’t really have a
soccer venue, I think you’re prevented from
playing traditional matches. So now with
BMO Field and Saputo Stadium, we have a
chance at hosting good quality matches on a
natural turf with some pretty good
attendance.

K E E P I N G  O U R  E Y E S  O N  T H E  B A L L

What's Next For Canadian Soccer? 

Photo by CanadaSoccer.com  isi.com

Peter Montopoli
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Comparing ourselves to a country like

Honduras who has qualified for the 2010

World Cup – why have we failed to achieve

similar success?

They are able to do things cheaper because
they are a smaller nation. They have a
national league and they have greater
investment from major corporations. Also,
they may have invested significant amounts
into their men’s side, but what about their
women’s program? We not only fund a men’s
team but also a women’s that is ranked 10th
best in the world; plus, we also have youth
programs. 

Now that soccer has overtaken hockey in

terms of participation – why hasn’t soccer

found similar success? 

A fair question; a lot of people feel this
way.  However, I think you really have to take
a look at the global stage. Of the 200 plus
countries competing for the World Cup,
soccer is probably the number one sport in
198 of them. Compare this to hockey where
maybe there are 24 countries that play a
heavy hand. The landscape between the two
is totally different and that’s why soccer is the
global game. 

What I do like is the spirit of the question
and that everybody asks that we should be
doing better – we want to do well and we
have that passion. It’s a competitive landscape
and it is going to take some time. I’ve always
felt that winning the Men’s World Cup is the
toughest team trophy to win in the world, bar
none. 

What does the CSA have to do to ensure

that Canada is a participant in 2014?

We need to do what we’re doing – we’ve
got a new Head Coach [Stephen Hart], who
has tremendous knowledge of CONCACAF
and is going around the world scouting
players. We have a new program, and we’re
trying to play as many matches as possible in

order to build the necessary international and
CONCACAF experience and that’s the key
on the men’s side. 

Can we expect Canada to host a World Cup

in the next 20 years?

You need 10 modern stadiums with a
50,000 seat capacity, plus the necessary
infrastructure to host the World Cup. Until
we get close to that time and government is
willing to invest billions of dollars to build
that infrastructure we’re not there. The
Women’s World Cup is more realistic. We
are bidding for the 2015 FIFA Women’s
World Cup tournament and I think it can
provide us with the necessary infrastructure
to get to the next stage. In running the FIFA
U20 World Cup we got a new stadium built
through BMO Field and hopefully Ottawa
will have a stadium in place by that time too.
It’s one step at a time. 

What has the CSA done to benefit from the

success of the FIFA U20 Tournament?

Sandra Gage – The FIFA U20 brought the
following of soccer in this country to a
different level. People recognized, “Wow this
game is played at this level and we want to be
part of it,” so it actually puts more pressure
on us to bring ourselves up to that level.

Peter – In addition to building BMO Field
and the MLS team that would follow, I think
that it started the building blocks for the
sports growth and development. For
example, our team didn’t do very well
finishing 24th, but we still had 1.2 million
people come through the stands – that means
that everybody attended all the other
matches. Think about this, North Korea was
here playing Argentina and there were 25,000
people watching! In what other sport do we
see these kinds of numbers when Canada isn’t
even playing? We need to capitalize on this
and we are. But the last piece of the puzzle is
that our teams have to start performing. To Photo by CanadaSoccer.com  Terry Quinn

me, that shows the promise and the relevancy
of the game and now we just need to
do more. 

For our readers, what can be done to help

grow, develop and support the game?

Assist in the integration of our Long
Term Athlete Development program to
local clubs. With this program, we will
develop the players that we need to have
in the provincial, national and World Cup
stream. Support our Men’s and Women’s
National Teams when they play and
support the creation of the building of a
new stadium in Ottawa. One of the cities
that everybody talks about from the FIFA
U20’s was Ottawa – it was the sleeping
giant in all of this and we owe it to all of
the people here to bring more matches,
but nothing will happen without a
stadium.
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South Africa welcomes the world. For the first time the FIFA World Cup will be held on
African soil. Teams from thirty-two countries will descend upon 10 stadiums spread across 9
South African cities. Collectively these stadiums will seat more than half a million spectators, and
will represent an investment of over 1.2 billion Canadian dollars. The month long tournament
will kick-off on June 11th when hosts South Africa duel Mexico and will come to a close on July
11th with the crowning of the World Champion. Let the games begin…

SPRING 2010 / kickabout.ca 

Stadiums of the WorldCup

Green Point Stadium, Cape Town
- Capacity: 70,000

- Budgeted Cost: R1,96 billion 

($270 Million CDN)

- An all-weather, multi-purpose and 

technologically advanced stadium

- Will host one of the semi-finals on July 6

Ellis Park Stadium, 
Johannesburg
- Location: Doornfontein

- Capacity: 61,000

- Budgeted Cost: R230 million 

($31 Million CDN) 

Soccer City Stadium, Johannesburg
- Location: Nasrec

- Capacity: 97,400

- Risen from the rubble of the old stadium and anticipated to become 

one of the most iconic football arenas in the world

- Budgeted Cost: R1,56 billion ($215 Million CDN)

- Will open the 2010 FIFA World Cup on June 11 with South Africa 

playing Mexico 

- Will host the final of the 2010 FIFA World Cup on July 11th

Moses Mabhida Stadium, Durban

- Capacity: 70,000

- Iconic 105M high arc and ‘sunshine 

at the sea’ mosaic seating

- Budgeted Cost: R1,83 billion 

($252 Million CDN)

- Will host one of the quarterfinal 

and one semifinal match

Free State Stadium, 
Mangaung – Bloemfontein
- Capacity: 48,000

- Budgeted Cost: R221 million ($30 Million CDN)
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Nelson Mandela Bay Stadium, 
Nelson Mandela Bay 
- Capacity: 50,000

- Nicknamed: The Sunflower Stadium

- Budgeted Cost: R1.83 Billion ($252 Million CDN)

- Will host seven matches including a quarterfinal and third place match

Loftus Versfeld Stadium, 
Tshwane - Pretoria
- Capacity: 50,000

- South Africa’s oldest stadium

- Budgeted Cost: R99 million 

($13 Million CDN)

Royal Bafokeng Stadium, 
Rustenburg
- Capacity: 45,000

- The only 2010 FIFA World Cup venue to feature a tartan athletics 

track and the only stadium to be owned by a tribe of people

- Budgeted Cost: R147 million ($20 Million CDN)

Mbombela Stadium, 
Nelspruit
- Capacity: 46,000

- Budgeted Cost: R875 million 

($120 Million CDN)

Peter Mokaba Stadium, Polokwane
- Capacity: 45,000

- Takes its design from the locally iconic Baobab tree

- Budgeted Cost: R176 million ($24 Million CDN)

AroundTheWorld
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World Cup winners add stars to their
crests, with each star representing a World
Cup victory. (However, Uruguay are an
exception to this unwritten rule; choosing to
display four stars on their crest, representing
their two gold medals at the 1924 and 1928
Summer Olympics in addition to their two
World Cup victories.  

INTERESTING FACTS

• Brazil is the only nation to have 
played in every World Cup to 
date

• Italy (1934 and 1938) and Brazil 
(1958 and 1962) are the only 
nations to have won 
consecutive titles 

• Brazil and Germany have both 
made the most appearances in
the final, with seven, while 
Germany have made the most 
appearances in the top four, 
with eleven.

• To date, the final of the World 
Cup has only been contested 
by European and South 
American nations, with both 
continents deadlocked at 9 
victories a piece. 

• The only countries to have won 
the World Cup outside of their 
own continents are Brazil & 
Argentina.  

• Brazil is the only World Cup 
winner to not have won the 
tournament on home soil. A 
statistic they hope to change 
in 2014. 

World Cup WinnersHHHHH

Brazil

WINNERSHHHHH
• 1958 – Sweden
• 1962 – Chile 
• 1970 – Mexico
• 1994 – USA 
• 2002 – Korea Republic & Japan

Germany

WINNERSHHH

• 1954 – Switzerland (West)
• 1974 – Germany (West)
• 1990 – Italy (West)

Argentina

WINNERSHH

• 1978 – Argentina
• 1986 – Mexico

France

WINNERSH

• 1998 – France

Uruguay

WINNERSHH
• 1930 – Uruguay
• 1950 – Brazil

England

WINNERSH

• 1966 – England

Italy

WINNERSHHHH

• 1934 – Italy
• 1938 – France
• 1982 – Spain
• 2006 - Germany

Runners Up

Argentina – 1930 & 1990
Czech Rep. – 1934 & 1962

Brazil – 1950 & 1998
Hungary – 1938 & 1954

France – 2006
Sweden – 1958

Germany – 1966, 1982, 1986, 2002
Netherlands – 1974 & 1978
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